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Forest Recreation With Special Reference To
Problems Of Landscape Architecture

On Our National Forests

Value of Forest Recreation -

Up to very nearly the present day

recreational enjoyment of the forest has been of a more or less

involuntary nature. Forests have been used since the beginning

of man as a source of livihood, as a habitat, and as a home.

However, pure recreation in the forest, for itself alone, has

been and always will be a side issue, an unpremeditated plea

sure. Realisation of the definite value of forest recreation

has come only with the urbanization and modernization of our

country, and it is with real purpose in recreational enjoy

ment that people during the past twenty years or so have been

turning to the great out-of-doors.

Evidence that our forested areas are becoming in

creasingly popular with the vacationing and recreating public

is easily comprehended from the data in the following tables.

Recreational Use of National Parks and Forests

Year Visitors

N.P. N.F.

1916 237357

3532681917 3100000

1918 311661 3322565

1919 594835 3064344

1920 756654 4832671
1921 876367 5633420

1922 938338 6172942

1923 1168886 10543893

Year Visitors

N.P. N.F.

1924 1258178 11394366
1925 1495372 15279730
1926 1670955 17112024
1927 2173120 18523888

1928 2323089 23008997

1929 2496080 31758231
1930 2607499 31904515
1931 2999451 32228613

* Including transients on the National Forests.
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A steady increase In recreational use especially on

on the National Forests, has been taking place. That this

growth will continue, while somewhat problematical, can be

easily determined by observation of the factors and tendencies

pperating for and against this growth.

Influences likely to stimulate recreation -

1) Population increases - the eventual saturated

population of the United States Is estimated at from one hun

dred and forty-five millions to one hundred and eighty-five

millions of people, or an increase of from twenty to fifty

percent over the present census. Obviously, this possible

future growth would mean a similar increase in recreational

seekers.

2) Shorter working hours - an estimated low of 24

hours per day or an average of 30 hours per week in the future

throughout the country would by all means Indicate a greater

amount of leisure time for everyone. Some of yJiis new leisure

can reasonably be expected to be devoted to forest recreation.

However, if shorter working hours means also smaller incomes

this factor In recreational growth would result In a deterrent

rather than an aid to recreational use of forest lands,

3) Probable rising standard of living - improvement

of the present lining standards of the American people is a

prediction of practieally all economists, regardless of creed.

It is quite easy to construe into such a trend the possibility

of millions of workers who cannot now afford outdoor recrea-
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tion making regulafc and protracted trips into our forests.

Should this not be feasible to the populace privately, no

doubt much recreationing will probably be provided for at

public expense.

4) Facilitation of transportation methods - with

the advent of the automobile the enjoyment of the forest prim

eval has been brought within the reach of the most helpless

of city shut-ins. Rapid development of airplane and autogiro

transportation point undeniably toward greater accessibility

to even the most remote wilderness fastnesses.

5) Psychological necessity for escape to the prim

itive - the ceaseless grind, nervous strain, and high pressure

of modern living make of necessity for some escape valve. This

need is becoming increasingly filled by thousands through a more

or less back to nature movement in turning to the beauty and

peace of the forest for relief. With the constant and tireless

advancement of the machine age the value of the forest in the

pursuit of beauty,„as an aid In balancing the extremes of

living cannot help but be realized by ever increasing numbers

of people.

Purposes of Forest Recreation -

Reasons for seeking out the

forests for recreational use are as varied as the different

types, classes, and makes of genus, homo sapiens. The primeval

environment has within It recreational possibilities which can

and do appeal to everyone. There are the vacation and transient

motor recreationlsts, the vast majority of whom derive a more

or less superficial enjoyment flrom seeing the forest as a
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pleasant background to recreational drives through the coun

try. The therapeutic value fcf outdoor recreation has always

been asd Is now of increasing Importance to millions of peo

ple in the restoration, preservation and stimulation of their

health. The realization that even healthy people are immensely

benefited by such attributes of forest recreation as pure air,

wholesome exercise, and complete relaxation is becoming more

deeply rooted in the minds of the American people every day.

The purely esthetic pursuit of natural beauty Is quite

enough in itself to send thoudands of nature lovers to our

forest lands in quest of recreational enjoyment. The exquisite

beauty of a sunset seen from some secluded mountain lake, the

lure of the unknown in the unapproachable largeness of a view

off some primeval summit, the inspiration of awe and spiandor

from some unmarred virgin forest are art values differing only

In physical composition from the paintings, music, sculpture,

poetry, and drama of the Masters. Such an appeal to the esthete

constitutes a very real source of recreational purpose.

In the hearts of all of us there is a genuine urge

at times for communion with nature. The comtemplative inspir

ation in feeling at one with the natural world, in the uncon

scious sense of drifting through the grandeur of the universe

at large without thought or care of man's seeminly meaningless

humdrum existence is a quiescent desire planted in every breast.

From a standpoint of scientific research and a prac

tical knowledge of our physical world many visitors are drawn

to the forest for educational studies - studies of the forest's

myriad component parts, of the background of the forest's
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development down through the ages, of the forest's inter

relationships with the existence of man and the rest of our

physical world. To these people the great out-doors is a

veritable laboratory and work-shop. Thus, while not directly

seeking recreation as a specific end, these students of nature

go and will continue to go and make a goodly portion of the

users of the forest from a recreational standpoint as well as

from an educational one.

The history and development of our country as taught

to our people In youth has built a folk-lore of romance and

adventure around out-door life which tends to bring many people

to seek in the forest through recreation an answer to an inborn

and long fostered longing to relive the pioneer life.

One of the main sources , if not the most important,

of forest recreation lies in the hunting and fishing facilities

offered in our forested areas. No expounding on this form of

forest recreation is necessary, as the Importance of these

recreations in the lives of our people is well known.

From the foregoing outline of the purposes and values

of forest recreation it is easily concluded that forest recrea

tion is definitely in the plan of our national llfem and will

continue to become more increasingly so from year to year.

Monetary Value of Forest Recreation -

In attempting to place

a dollars and cents sign on the returns from forest recreation

due allowance must be given to the fact that the most important

realizations from this type of recreation are not measurable in

monetary terms. These realizations are essentially intangible
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values of Inspiration, esthetic enjoyment and personal sat

isfactions, and can only be priced by the individual.

There are several methods of estimating in terms

of money the recreational worth of our forests. One way is

to ascertain the annual number of forest visitors, set an

average price or value of some sort upon the enjoyment each

one derives from it, and multiply. A second is to compute the

taxable wealth resulting from forest recreational use. A third

might be an estimate of the amount of money Invested in for

est recreation. Finally, a statistical calculation of the

amount of money which recreation!sts spend in visiting the

forests might be feasible. The figures available for these

evaluations indicate but an extremely poor approximation of

the real economic worth which forest recreation has achieved,

even as a precedent in the past. However, to give a glimpse of

the possibilities of forest recreation from an economic stand

point a look at the results of the fourth method will not be a

amiss*

The Special Senate Committee on Conservation of

Wild-Life Resources calculates that in 1929 $650,000,000

were spent on hunting and fishing recreation alone, in addi

tion to transportation costs. Such a sum represents perhaps

many times that amount spent upon the commodities produced

by the industries catering to the sporting trades. A conser

vative estimate would place about three-fourths of the above

sum as being spent in and upon the National Forests. No esti

mate or calculation of the amounts spent on summer homes,

hotel and resort accomodations, hiking equipment, or the out-
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fits for wilderness trips are available. However, a reason

able estimate of an amount equal to one half of that for

hunting and fishing does not seem to be too much out of line.

According to the American Automobile Association motor vaca

tionists and campers in the United States spent $4,000,000,000

during the year 1929. A reasonable portion of this money

unquestionably was spent in traveling through forested coun

try, or an annual forest vacation motor expenditure of approx

imately $1,000,000,000.

Thus, a rough estimate of the amount of money spent

annually on forest recreation from the stand-point of visitors

to our forests would be -

Hunting and fishing - $ 500,000,000

Summer homes, resorts, hiking, etc. - 250,000,000

Forest vacation motor travel - 1,000,000,000

Total forest recreation value - $1,750,000,000

As has been said before, no real monetary consider

ation of forest recreation values can be logically estimated.

From the above figures, however, immense sums of money are in

volved on any basis of economic measurement.

With the definite establishment of forest recreation

on a large scale of economic importance in American life the

administration of our National Forests, National Parks, State,

Community and private forested areas is becoming increasingly

Involved and difficult. In attempting to satisfy the wants and
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desires of the varied types of recreationists and in preser

ving, maintaining and developing ourfforest lands for the ben

efit of the most at the expense of the least, many problems

of detailed planning, landscaping and general development

are ever arising.

It is quite evident that with the influx of millions

of recreationists to our forests every year many minute

details of administration must be considered in the solving of

such problems as - the provision of adequate facilities for the

activities of the camper, the hiker, the winter-sport enthus

iast, the hunter and fisherman, the hotel and resort visitor,

the summer-home residenoand the touring motorist - the coordln-

ation^the above recreational land uses with the other primary

land uses of timber production, water-shed protection and

development, and grazing - the preservation and maintenance

of the primeval back-ground of the forest In as nearly natural

a condition as possible. The remaining portion of this paper

is given over to the discussion and outlining of the special

landscape problems arising In the development of forest land

for recreational use of various types, especially as encountered

In and upon our National Forests.



Problems of Landscape Architecture
in the National Forests

A. Planning and development in forest areas -

1. Method of procedure - i laying out recreational deve

lopments a definite method of design must be followed.

Such a method, as has arisen from past experience,

involves -

a. The organization for planning - a consideration or

keeping in mind of the general planning policy

applicable to all Regions, and the organization

specifically within the individual Region.

b. The securing of basic information regarding the

existing conditions and requirements of the pro

blem. Such Information would include general studies

of the recreational situation of the region as a

whole, the types of recreation to be provided for,

and the degree of use in the present and the possibi

lities of increasing or decreasing use in the future.

c. The kinds of plans and the extent of planning which

is necessary. This work necessitates topographic

mapping of the recreational areas, photographing of

the existing conditions for detailed study, sketch

studies of possible developments, revised and final

studies, grading and planting plans, analysis of

cost figures, and finally the drawing up of specifications,

for the actual development work.
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2. Design of landscape -
a

a. Land use studies Involving methods of administra

tion and the particular types of development adapted

to the different types of recreational areas such

as, scenic strips, natural parks, public camp and

picnic grounds, commercial resort sites, semi-public

organizations and municipal uses, private organiza

tions and club sites, and finally "Special Use"

residences and summer-home sites.

b. Land area planning and development -

1. National forest entrances - the problem encountered

here involves 1) the purpose of the entrance fea

ture, whether it be to define specific boundaries,

to convey information, or to add and provide inter

est for the visitor, 2) the question of defining

entrances, whthter it be to cover all land within

the entrance publicly owned, only a portion of the

land within the entrance publicly owjiei, or changes

in the location of the forest entrance((permanent

vs. temporary features), 3) the problem of the

appropriateness of the design for entrance feature

involving such questions as the width of the road,

the adaptation to adjacent surroundings, the exist

ing topography on either side of the highway, dig

nified vs, impressive signs, materials available for

construction, single piers vs, double piers.

See illustrations on opposite page.



Mount Hood National Forest - Main Entrance Feature

General view of the main entrance.

Siuslaw National Forest - Siltcoos Outlet Forest Camp

This entrance sign, while excellent In design, is
somewhat too low for best proportions. The bareness of
the area surrounding the sign detracts; the area should
be planted with native ground shrubbery.



Cabinet National Forest -

An excellent example of what can be done in the way
of interesting informal and historical sign design.

Lolo National Forest -

The practice of
placing stones around
entrance features should
be done away with, as It
definitely detracts from
the effectiveness of the

sign. Native ground co
ver would aid much more

effectively in finishing
off this sign.
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Columbia National Forest-

Clear Fork Forest Camp -

Note the abscence of the

usual pile of stones at the
base of the feature. Native

ground cover plantings around
the base would make for a definite

improvement.

Mount Hood National Forest -

Main Entrance Feature to Forest Area

Ground cover around the base

and a rougher masonry finish would
help in creating a more naturalistic
setting.

SCHOOL OF F0RESTR7
-GON STATE COLLEGE

CORVALLIS, OREGON
30&*'*

tov.rtes. U.S.PC'S.
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Mount Hood National Forest -

Summit Forest Guard Station -

Again the piling of stones
around the base of the sign seems
unnecessary. Natural forest ground
cover along with the raising of
the height of the sign itself is
to be recommended here.

State Park at Newport, Ore. -

An excellent design for a sign
of this type. It could be copied to
advantage in some of our National
Forest campgrounds.
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e. Roads - forest recreation road planning requires a

consideration of -

a. Road types and their specific uses

b. Road location

c. Problems of design involving alinement, bridges,

crowns, culverts, maximum curvature and super

elevation, curbs and gutters, maximum gradient,

and power and telephone lines.

d. Provision for "loop" trips and turnabouts.

e# Roadside fleatures, as harrow pits and stock piles

f. Parking areas at important view points with a

view to size and location, design details of

turn-outs and waysides.

g. Importance of vistas and views while traveling

roads and highways.

h. Scenic strip along sides of highways - a problem

requiring the determination of -

1. Purpose of this strip - to preserve the natural

beauty of the scenery for the traveler.

2. Factors governing the width of the scenic strip

must be determined, such as - character of the

vegetation, topography on the area adjacent to

roadside, types of views and vistas available,

and slopes in canyons.

3. Actual development within the scenic strip must

be planned for, such as, - use of the strip for

camp and picnic ground purposes, clearing dead

growth from the strip for availability, location
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Pike National Forest - Deckers-Buffalo Highway -

A picture of the usual and common thing to be seen
along most any forest highway in our National Forests.
The leaving of unsightly mounds of earth along roads
after the finish of construction work detracts decidedly
from the view. In many cases they obstruct the view as
in this one. With very little additional expense such
mounds could easily be removed at the time of original
sub-grading.
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of telephones lines through scenic strip.

( See accompanying photograph on opposite page )

3. Trails - with the varied and mulitple uses to which

trails are put a great diversity of treatment must

be planned for -

a. Utility trails to toilets, garbage pits and recep

tacles, water supplies, etc.

b. Pleasure trails -

1. Bridge trails involving the questions of loca

tion and width and the specific methods of con

struction.

2. Pedestrian trails, such as - those to over-look

points, fisherman's trails, general recreation

trails , primitive area trails, wilderness

trails, nature trails, ski trails, portage trails,

toboggan slides, foot-bridges. All of these var

ious pleasure trails require primarily a consid

eration of location and width, which are gov

erned as to whether the trail is first class,

second class, man-wasy, or "Foreign1.' The foot

bridges shown in the accompanying photographs

serve to illustrate the type of construction

generally practiced in the National Forests.

( See opposite page )

4. Development of waterways - canoe trails, boat landings,

scenic strips along lake and stream shores require

special thought and consideration also.

5. Recreational area studies and developments -

a. Campground and picnic area planning presenting



Willamette National Forest - McKenzie Bridge Forest Camp

An Interesting log foot-bridge, the design of which
blends nicely with the natural background of the river
and forest.

Willamette National

Forest -

McKenzie Bridge
Forest Camp -

Detail view along
the axis of the bridge,
Note the hewn timber

floor construction.
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a diversity of problems to be settled as perhaps

no other recreational areas do - primarily, these

areas must be set aside as for over-night or lon

ger use - for picnic use only or as combinations

of both the camping and the pinMcing facilities.

Here we have - (1) the problems of planning involv

ing a realization of the necessity for intelligent

planning, of the necessity for Inexpensive devel

opment, of the desirability of practical use and

attractiveness, of approaching as nearly as pos

sible the primitive atmosphere, of the preferra-

bility of areas of outstanding quality, and of

the necessity for the minimum of man-made surround

ings; (2) the selection of sites considering the

accessibility to centers of population and to high

ways, the natural beauty of the area, the nearby

opportunities for recreational activities, the

adaptability of the local topography to specific

use, the practicability of future expansion, and

the proximity of water areas; (3) the use of the

camp and picnic ground areas requiring studies of

the "saturation point" (housing capacity of the

area without injury to existing vegetative cover),

and of the conflicting uses of combination camp

and picnic grounds ( picnickers are active; campers

are quiet; day use versus night use, etc.); (4) the

procedure in planning the camp and picnic grounds
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involving a determination of the size of area re

quired, a detailed inspection of the conditions

of the grounds, the preparation of a topography

map, and the development of the landscape study.

a. In the preparation of the topographic map inc

lusion of such features as water areas, springs,

important trees and groups of trees, open areas,

existing views, existing roads and trails, and

geological formations is a necessity to the further

development of the landscape plan.

b. Developing the landscape study requires a meth

odical laying out of the following -

1) Determination of intensity of occupation

2) Location of approach roads

3Determining the location of camp units

4) Locating of Internal roads for camp circula

tion (general and individual parking and trailer

accommodations or "loops")

5) Planning of the Individual camp units

6) Bocating proposed utility facilities

7) Studying of possibilities for scenic views

8) Locating general recreation features

9) Protection of natural vegetation and procedure

in clearing

10) Locating of signs and bulletin boards

11) Use of campgrounds and picnic areas primarily

solving the problem of preserving the natural

cover (rich, moist ground versus dry)
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12) Kinds of campgrounds suitable -

a) Large timber areas -

1) Remote from streams and lakes

2) Adjacent to streams and lakes

b() Smaller pine wooded areas

c) Aspen areas

d) Open areas

e) Artificially planted areas

13) Factors affecting consideration of the develop

ment of campground and picnic areas -

a) Intensity of use

b) Reasons for seeking such recreational areas

1) Escape from heat of the lowlands and cities

2) Enjoyment of unusual scenery

3) Rest and relaxation

4) Nature study activities

5) Recreation through hunting, fishing, etc.

c) Problems of maintenance

d) Problems of water supply

e) Problems of sanitation

f) Danger from forest fires

g) Policing

h) Lighting

14) Road problems In connection with campground

and picnic area development -

a) Location

b) One-way versus two-way traffic

c) Parking of automobiles
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1) General parking areas

2) Individual parking areas

3) Circulation of traffic within area

4) Kinds and location of barriers in con

trolling traffic

15) Facilities desired by campers and picnickers -

a) Attractive natural surroundings

b) Adequate level space for ftent and table

c) Normal amount of privacy

d) Nearby recreational features and facilities

e) Supply of fuel

f) Adequate shade or sunshine

g) Existing natural ground cover

h) Source of good water supply for drinking,

cooking and bathing

i) Properly located sanitary facilities

j) Reasonable accessibility to campgrounds

k) Protection against sun, wind, and dust

1) Regular and adequate maintenance

( See photographs on opposite page for illus

trations of subhead (b), etc.)

16) Regulations controlling use of recreation areas

- must be well defined and impressed upon the re

creating public -

a) Maximum personal liberty for individual campers

b) Respect for use of camp by others

c) Appreciation of collective community interest

in camp use
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d) Method of conveying instructions regard

ing limitations of use, without offending

17) Provisions for circulation of pedestrian traf

fic in camp grounds and picnic areas

a) Paths properly located

b) Plantings

c) Adequate space between camp units

d) Artificial barriers

18) Elements of design in camp units

a) Individual parking spur

b) Camp stove and fireplace

c) Tent and cabin

d) Table(movable or anchored)

( See photographs on folowing pages)

19) Relation of camp Anits to each other

a) Methods of procuring privacy

b) Distance between camp units

c) Definite lines of separation between camp

units are not desirable

d) Problems of intensely used picnic areas

20) Problems presented by the trailer type of camping

a) Special provision for parking (loops)

b) Space required for trailer-camp

c) Parking for the trailer auotmobile

21) Stoves and fireplaces -

a) Stoves versus fireplaces as to suitability

b) Combinations of stove and fireplace

c) Individual camp unit fire j>its
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Olympic National Forest - Fall Creek Forest Camp

A unique type of table construction making
possible the anchoring of campground tables against
the ravages of vandalism, etc.



Siuslaw National Forest - Siltcoos Outlet Forest Camp

Detail view of a combination picnic oven and fire
place, showing construction when used as a fireplace.

Olympic National Forest - Fall Creek Forest Camp

View of a common type of camp stove. The apparent
loose construction of the stone-work gives a detracting
appearance of instability, which could have been over
come by more careful selection of the individual stones
and by the use of a little masonry.



Willamette National Forest - McKenzie Bridge Forest Camp

Detail of a "permanent camp" with the evening meal
in preparation, This type of fireplace construction is
rather frequently and advantageously used In this region.

Mount Hood National Forest - Camp Creek Forest Camp

A special type of warming fire. The construction
of the log seats is especially interesting.
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d) Design problems of stove and fireplace

1) Use of stove and fireplace

2) Natural surroundings

3) Practical use vs. natural appropriate

design

e) Communty stoves and fireplaces

f) Warming ovens

(See opposite page for illustrations)

22) Parking areas for campgrounds and picnic areas

a) General location of parking area(groups of

cars, individual eras, and trailers)

b) Problems of shade and dust

c) Barriers defining parking (individual stones,

groups of stones, logs and rails, natural tree

growth, wooden posts, hedges, ditches and em

bankments )

23) Children's play areas and grounds

a) An asset to large camp and picnic grounds

b) Proper location of play area

c) Facilities to be provided in play area, such

as - sand pits, see-saws, swings, slides, etc.

24) fi^creation facilities for "grown-ups" -

a) Indoor baseball areas in picnic grounds

b) Shuffleboard

c) Horseshoe pits

d) Barbecue pits

e) Community camp fire

f) Swimming pool and bath-houses



Willamette National Forest - McKenzie Bridge Forest Camp

General view of a playground developed especially
for the use of the children in a rather large and exten
sively used camp and picnic area.

Willamette National

Forest-

HcKenzie Bridge Forest
Camp -

A unique type
of swing, constructed
with an eye to the
safety of the small
ones.
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25) Hunter's camps and shelters

a) Back-country camps and shelters

b) Water and sanitation problems

c) Necessary protection

d) Horse corrals and pastures, mangers and feed

26) Picnic areas alone

a) Picnic areas vs, campgrounds

b) Community fireplaces, picnic tables, play

ground facilities, etc.

c) Rotating use of areas

c. Primitive areas require particular development and

regulation in keeping with the original purpose of

the creation of such areas -

1) Access to primitise areas ( should be no more than

necessary for normal accessibility)

2) Trails through primitive areas

3-^ Shelters and other facilities to be provided in

primitive areas

d.Water areas - streams, lakes, etc. require and present

special problems reculiar to themselves -

1) Ponds and lakes

a) Control of water level

b) Treatment of shore line

c0> Dams and spillways

d) Boat docks and landings

1) Small Individual boats

2) Boats for rental

3) Motor boats, etc.
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Cache National Forest - Spring Hollow Forest Samp

An efficient and interesting boat-dock, constructed
of logs and masonry work, parallel to the shore line. It
is appropriate to the surroundings and could be used to
good advantage elsewhere.
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e) Bathing beaches

f) Skating ponds, etc.

(See opposite page for illustration of treat

ment of shore line for boat dock)

2) Storage reservoirs

5) Swimming pools

4) Springs - artificial, mineral and thermal

5) Wading pools

6) Stagnant water areas

7) Bank protection - planting and revetment

e. Special Use areas -

1) Factors determining location and size of special

use areas

2) Kinds of special use areas

a) Commercial use (hotels and resorts)

b) Summer homes and camps

3) Restrictions controlling development and use of

"special use" areas

4) General plan of area

a) Access to roads and highways

b) Interior roads

6, Plant materials and planting -

a. Conservation of existing growth - in developing

recreational areas the problems of cultivating

the existing groung cover and of planting suitable

natural background vegetation require deep con

sideration as they are the coordinating factors

between the artificiality of the campground equip-
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ment and the rustic, primeval atmosphere of the

surrounding mountains.

1) Pruning ("high skirting" to be avoided)

2) Removal of existing trees

a) To provide vistas

b) To enhance existing views

3) Planting within campgrounds and picnic areas

4) Planting along highways and trails

5) Preserving materials for future planting (temp

orarily removed during construction)

b. Problems of transplanting

1) Choice of plant materials

2) Native materials vs. nursery stock

3) Creating new vetative cover

a) Side slopes of trails

b) Campgrounds and picnic areas

c) Borrow pits

d) Eroded areas

4) Landscape composition in plantings

a) Natural woodland areas

b) Around buildings

c) In connection with forest entrances

d) Around location and direction signs

5) Planting wind-breaks

6) Planting camping ai d picnicing areas

a) Long-time plantings

b) Mortality expected

c) Planting methods



Cache National Forest - City Park Forest Camp

The foundation and preliminary construction work
of a stage to be built facing a natural amphitheater.
A little rougher type of stone work would perhaps en
hance the naturalistic effect of this building.

Mount Hood National Forest - Clackamas Lake Ranger Station

View of one of a group of ranger station buildings.
Although an excellent architectural type of design has been
used here, although a more appropriate finish might have
been achieved If the shingles had been carried to the floor
line.



- a..<i.-p. S.

Mount Hood National Forest - Summit Forest Guard Station

This particular building is used only during the
summer months and for this purpose is of an excellent
design. However, there Is real need for landscape plant
ings to create a blending in with the natural setting.

Willamette National Forest - Private Camp Area, McKenzie Bridge

An interesting log cabin the design pf which is quite

adaptable to most any forest background.
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d) Planting protection

7) Turf areas

a) Seeding

b) Sodding

c) Plugging

8) Planting season

7. Grading - the methods and practices applied in the

grading and leveling of trails, roads and slopes

in recreational areas is a problem requiring indi

vidual treatment

a. Roads and walks

b. Areas around buildings

c. Steep slopes

3. Design of structures - the architectural design of build

ings erected in and around recreational areas requires

special thought and consideration as such structures must

be in keeping *ith the forest background

a. Orientation of and sites for buildings

1. Orientation

2. Seclusion

3. Architectural design

4. Color of walls and roof

5. Foundations

6. Elevation of floor grade

(See photographs on opposite page for illustration)

b. Administrative buildings

1. Offices, ranger's residences, registration booths, etc.

2. Development of ranger stations



Deschutes National Forest - Crescent Lake

A log cabin of extremely excellent design. The
stone masonry work at the base is not overdone. How
ever a little groung planting around the base would
not be amiss.

Deschutes National Forest - Diamond Lake"

A very attractive summer home in this Special
Use area.



Deerlodge National Forest - Echo Lake Area

A general view of a well located summer home. The
construction of the foundation for such a structure

requires careful consideration because of the difficulty
of maintaining the first floor level on such a steep slope.

co-T-v-sri^ - a.s,-v:s,
Pike National Forest - Wigwam Club

Two rather appropriate summer home cabins.



Targhee National Forest - Big Spring Forest Camp

A simple but interesting type of log cabin.
The locating of such a cabin in the open is a distinct
mistake.

Deschutes National Forest - Diamond Lake

A weifel designed summer home. It is unfortunate
that the first floor elevation was not lowered a foot
or so as it easily could have been. It is hoped that
natural plantings are to be made around the base of this
structure.
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a. Selection of site for ranger station

b Grouping of buildings for ranger station

c. Design of roads and walks for ranger station

d. Problems of gradimg on ranger station areas

e. Drainage of lawns and roads

f. Problems of planting

g. Entrance to ranger station

(See photographs on opposite page for illustration)

c. Recreation buildings

1. Cabins

2. Shelters

3. Community kitchens

4. Overlooks

5. Stores and gas stations

6. Warming houses

7. Bath houses

8. Permanent camp shelters

9. Hospice buildings for climbers

d. Misbellaneous structures

1. Entrance piers ot features

a. To forest areas

b. To campground and picnic spots

2. Entrance and directional signs

a. To overlooks, etc.

b. To camps and picnic spots

3. Information and caution signs and bulletin boards

4. General design of signs

5. Tables



Targhee National Forest - Warm River Forest Camp

A large, well constructed and very appropriate
community shelter building. Its use is primarily for
picnickers, for which it is admirably ddapted.

Lewis and Clark State Park - Forest Camp, Washington

A registration booth, which while well designed
is sadly in need of some natural plantings around the
base of the structure.



Deschutes National Forest - Metollus River Camp

An excellently designed "community kitchen" with
built-in cooking ovens and fireplaces.

Siuslaw National Forest - Siltcoos Outlet Forest Camp

Another community building of good construction,
containing two camp stoves and a fireplace.



Siuslaw National Forest - Siltcoos Outlet Forest Camp

An appropriate registration booth for this natural
background.

L
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Willamette National

Forest -

McKenzie Bridge Forest
Camp -

An unusual type
of registration booth,
most appropriate.



tl,*f^ - <juvv:s.
Lewis and Clark State Park, Washington -

A toilet, well designed to blend in with the
natural background of the forest.

Columbia National Forest - Clear Fork Forest Camp

A community kitchen building. The use of the large
logs in the construction of this structure is particularly
in keeping with the character of the large hemlock trees
surrounding the building.
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6. Playground equipment

7. Bridges

8. Special use camps

9. Walls

a. Parapet walls along highways

b. Dry walls

c. Masonry walls

10. Toilet buildings

a. Design of types

11. Garbage pits, receptacles and cans

12. Cupboards

13. Water supply

a. Drinking fountains

b. Faucets for general use

c. Natural and artificial springs

d. Continous water supply vs. controlled water supply

e. Tanks - elevated and buried

f. Hydraulic rams

g. Wells - artesian, driven and dug

h. Requirements per capita

1. Camp areas

2. Picnic areas

14. Design of picnic stives

a. Simple grate vs. kitchen range

b. Grate vs. plate

c. Dimension of fire box and provisions for con

trolling draft

d. Protection against fire hazard



Cache National Forest - City Park Forest Camp

An interesting drinking fountain developed as a
source of the water supply for the campground and pic
nic area.

Co -.v-r"ii~ U..S. ts s,.

Lolo National Forest - Rock Creek Forest Camp

An appropriately developed artificial spring. The
sanitary details of this type of construction should be
given a good deal of thought where it Is desirable to
use designs of this nature.
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Targhee National Forest - Warm River Forest Camp

A typical drinking fountain used in the forest
camps of this area. It is well adapted to campground
use. However, if a little more thought had been given
to the details of the masonry work a more naturalistic
effect could easily have been attained.
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e. Height of top of plate and details of con

struction for plate and fire box

15. Flytraps

16. Incinerators

17. Disposal tanks

18. Disposal beds

19. Amphitheatres

20. Bird feeding grounds

21. Corrals

22. Dams and spillways

a. Ambursen dams

b. Beaver dams

c. Concrete dams

d. Earth and rock-fill dams

e. Fish dams

f. Fish ladders

g. Timber dams

h. Spillways

23. Diving boards

24. Docks for boats

25. Flag-poles

26. Guard rails

27. Hand rails

28. Ladders for pools

29. Lighting systems

30. Museums

31. Pavements

a. Stone

b. Concrete
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32. Plant lables

33. Perrons

34. Trail-side exhibits

35. Fences and gates

a. Boundary fences

b. Safety fences

36. Display signs

a. Charts

b. Photographs

c. Maps

37. Primitive area signs

B« Maintenance problems - besides the landscape problems of

providing for the development and erection of recreational

area improvements there are some minor problems of mainten

ance and keeping up of the established developments -

1. Maintenance and administration of campgrounds and picnic

areas.

a. Practical problems of maintaining normal service

b. Maintaining wood supplies

c. Maintaining sanitary facilities In the best of order

d. Removal and disposal of ashes, garbage and other waste

As can be seen from the foregoing outline of forest landscape

problems there is an immense and prodigous amount of organization,

labor and thought to be given in the building up of the forest

areas of o^r National Forests to handle the recreating public.

Thus , in concluding this treatise it can be said that eventually

and inevitably there will be as an outcome of all this forest

recreation activity the creation within the organization of the
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U. S. Forest Service a special department for the sole purpose

of handling recreational developmentssand uses. Such a statement

as can be seen from the trends of the past few years is not over

imaginative. Wihhin the past decade forest recreation has made

such great strides that it can be now said to compare more than

favorably in many sections of the country with the other major

forest land uses of timber production, range management, and

watershed protection. Forest recreation is definitely here and

it must be faced as an individual problem with a requirement of

trained men in the handling of Its particular difficulties of

management.

Finis
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